
Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Pure = achievement | Applied = Improvement

Spencer progress = "greater quantity and variety of articles required for satisfying men's wants", increasing security & property; widening freedom (of action)--most importantly, changes in social structures that allow those effects



Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Ward believed that "structure is only a means to the ulterior end of converting the maximum quantity of inorganic into organic matter".

His view, shared by Spencer (although Ward took it a step further), was that self-aware (sentient) beings could change the structure in ways that could lead to improvements in the life of the beings contained in the structure. According to Ward, this is different than most other social theorists who seemed to take the approach that once one is aware of the change, one cannot be content with it.

In thinking about this, in terms of Durkheim, there seems to be truth to this claim as Durkheim's view of society seemed to be one in which it must NATURALLY progress in order for organic solidarity (and progress) to occur properly--human intervention would only lead to the pathological forms. However, as Durkheim offered solutions to overcome the pathological, the statement that he viewed all human intervention to the improvement of human condition would be a faulty conclusion--Ward does not make such an extreme claim.




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Ward gets in a nice critique of Marx's take on Communism/Socialism and all others who subscribe ideology as the cure to societal woes: "each school claims that its own particular specific is not only a certain cure but the only cure. It is not probable that any or all of them would have the desired effect if tried"




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - The majority of humans are unaware of their condition and in order to overcome the current state, all people must be made aware of it so all people can make a movement toward progress (must be done by science--origin of all progress).

Pure Sociology allows man to orient himself, teaching people who they are and how they came to where they are (e.g. understand history)--define achievement for people so that people can work toward improvement.

Applied Sociology (the question): "why has societal achievement that has led to civilization not led to improvement of the human condition?" To answer this, sociologists must socialize achievement.

Ward discusses how traditionally equality is deemed impossible as inequality is "natural" first through strength, then cunning, and now general intelligence.



Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Inequality of intelligence/wisdom does exist, but those who truly stand above the rest make great improvements to the condition of people, who all equally reap the rewards (despite having done nothing) while the individuals who had the great achievements received no rewards (and would have asked for none--only wishing that mankind would benefit from their work).

Ward believes that rewards based on intellectual achievements is a flawed conception returning to 'natural law' where the stronger individual receives a larger piece of the pie. Thus, Ward believes that the artificial--that which man produces--is superior to the natural as civil justice (rather than natural justice) allows for equality through equal distribution of rewards.




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Justice is "the enforcement by society of an artificial equality in social conditions which are naturally unequal"

Civil justice is the result of society intervening to create artificial equality depsite those who were stronger or more intelligent fighting against it as they did not want to be 'robbed of their earned rewards' and once established, it  became institutionalized and was no longer viewed as something to be fought against and thus overcame the 'law of nature'. 

Ward does not outline this entire process and some of the causal processes are clearly missing, but the message of the need to move past rewards based on individual accomplishments seems to be clear as he is saying that claiming a greater reward for greater intelligence is no better than the argument that greater strength, in the past, should have led to greater reward.

Ward states that "in modern times" social inequalities = intellectual inequalities

The one part I seem to be missing is a discussion of capital of any kind, does Ward equate greater intelligence with those who achieve greater wealth? Or does Ward not view differences in wealth as an inequality? Unless I'm misreadng what he means by rewards (I'm reading it primarily along monetary lines as he is an American writing at the turn of the 20th century, but this might be faulty logic on my part).




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Those not possessing intellectual ability are not only ignored but denied reward. And only those currently in possession of those abilities are paid attention to, potential is ignored. However, alone in the sciences, sociology which still allows for this notion of human achievement but only as a MEANS to an end and not the end in and of itself.

Like Weber, Ward sees Sociology as different from the other sciences through it being a subjective, rather than an objective, science. "[Sociology] recognizes the intellect as the most effective of all agencies, but the intellect was created by the will as a servant of the will, and sociology proposes to hold it to its primary purpose as a means to its primary end,--the well-being of its possessors."




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Ward, like Durkheim, believes that human happiness comes from 'freedom to exercise the natural faculties' (e.g. productive work). However, Durkheim emphasized productive work that one is best suited for, whereas Ward's wording seems to suggest the productive work should be of one's own choosing (or at least that's what the word 'freedom' suggest to me).

Deprivation of any system leads to misery, so not being productive (depriving the system of its need to be useful) leads to unhappiness and only productive actions can satisfy those needs and lead to happiness.

The problem is in securing, for all individuals, the maximum power of exercising natural faculties.



Michael Oren
Michael Oren - 3 stages of freedom (national, political, and social). In national freedom groups form based on shared interests and work to prevent others from taking what the group recognizes as their own. While the group has stabilized and is free from nature (I assume nature, this doesn't state what ti frees itself from--Pure Sociology outlines this in chapter 10), the individual liberties are minimal.




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - 'bulwarks of oppression' fell and political freedom obtained as feudalism, slavery, etc. end and the middle classes come to power. However, political freedom did not bring happiness and a third stage, social freedom, is needed.

The current state of the world sees the greatest levels of unrest and dissatisfaction despite the achievements of national and political freedoms as it tries, so far unsuccessfully, to achieve social freedom. The other two freedoms were easy to achieve as they had clear enemies to overcome, social freedom; however, are being worked against by the very social fabric--not just a ruling class or a state trying to oppress a national identity (I guess that's where national freedom comes in--freedom based on national interests outside of a larger empire... I'm not sure I buy that logic in modern times, but I see how that would have been the way of thinking in the early 20th century near the height of nationalism).




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Old ethics/morality was about how people "ought" to behave based on social custom. New ethics are rooted in applied sociology with a focus on relieving human suffering and promoting human welfare. Ward ascribes to the new ethics as the way issues should be considered.

Old ethics founded on "false dogma" and hurt the human condition (think the pope's position on condom use in Africa), whereas the new ethics seeks to minimize the pain of people and maximize their pleasure. (This seems kind of 'pie in the sky'ish, but it's a nice way of looking at ethics).




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - 2 kinds of conduct (old ethics:
1. Ordinary moral conduct (regular performance of duty)
2. Superior Order conduct / benevolence (conveys benefits unto others with no benefits for self beyond the pleasure of having helped another--leads to egoism and is a temporary patch).

New ethics tries to eliminate that which causes the suffering/evil. Requires inquiry into social conditions and introduces modifications to social system to prevent the recurrence of the problem.




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Feelings are associated with "bad" because they are ignored when they cause no problem or serve a function but when, in select cases, they cause problems they are examined closely and so a lopsided view is formed where feelings are equated with what is "bad".


Chapter 15 of _Pure Sociology_ discusses "spiritual pleasure" which "increases the psychic development of man" (This is weak, as it stands here, need too look into that chapter and see if there is a more developed reasoning behind this or if I can follow my temptation label it as a historically grounded view based on the religious character of America at this time).



Michael Oren
Michael Oren - America's puritanism prevented the release of pleasure for a long time among professionals / business men until nervous breakdowns and brain exhaustion prevalence finally caused them to deliberately seek pleasure and recreation.




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Nature is not at peace, it is in constant conflict in a struggle to survive.  This page teeters on the edge of ideological rambling and quasi-science.




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - The wording used to describe native populations may upset some, but it seems to fit Ward's view of the need for social engineering and the promotion of organic solidarity (to borrow from Durkheim) to provide greater freedom for those within the group..






Michael Oren
Michael Oren - To Ward's credit he seems equally critical of modernity as primitive society, where humans are viewed as being harmful to other humans in both cases. Ward wants to try to overcome this savagery of man against man and overcome the ties to religion that try to control individuals. All of these things create a "pain economy", where the pain people suffer in life exceeds the pleasure they obtain.




Michael Oren
Michael Oren - Currently we are in a cycle of pessimism caused by the pain economy; however, applied sociology is intended to "point out a way of first getting rid of this long standing deficit, and then accumulating the maximum surplus."



